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Team Building, 
Maintenance and Development

What is it?
‘The Whole is Greater than the Sum of its Parts’ is never truer than in high performing teams.

For teams to consistently deliver high quality results they need to be effective in working with each other 
with awareness and appreciation; they are committed to a common objective; and they are, individually 
and as a team, self-sufficient; They can work with and resolve their own problems.

Inexperienced managers focus on the task only. Successful leaders and managers know they need to 
spend time on the individual team members themselves and how they relate to each other to ensure that 
the task gets delivered. Regular focus on the team will ensure they deliver consistently to a high standard.

As part of our approach we will help you to identify the outcomes required and the best process to get 
there. Is it a young or fractured team (Team Building); a working team that just needs a small refocus 
(Team Maintenance); or a team that requires additional skills to achieve more (Team Development).

In our experience a small investment in team development can support teams to rapidly refocus, build 
resilience and commitment to achieving high performance.

 
All of our programmes can take place in-company at your premises or at external venues. Where 
required we can manage the external bookings for you.
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As above, but as a series of planned interventions to support your 
team to deliver exceptional results.

A short team intervention to support your team to deliver 
exceptional results.

One of the above packages plus Individual Coaching.

Package 1

Package 2

Package 3
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Team Building, 
Maintenance and Development (continued)

How we work
1.  Outcomes identification phase: Here we meet with the Team Leader to identify:
 - the need for a team event. Is it team building, maintenance or development?
 - the core outcomes desired by the team leader and other stakeholders
 - the outline for an intervention

2.  Design and diagnostics phase: We submit a detailed costed design for your approval. Depending 
on the design we may do some additional diagnostics such as:

 - Team effectiveness survey
 -  1:1 interviews (we strongly suggest this if the team is fractured and displays poor working 

relationships)
 -  Observation of team members doing routine activities to benchmark their commitment and 

capabilities prior to finalising the intervention. Our facilitators will then give feedback and a short 
coaching session to each participant to ensure that this stage adds value and participants are 
developed from the first intervention

 -  psychometric questionnaires prior to working with a particular psychometric tool

   Once diagnostic activity is completed we would confirm the final design with you.

3. Team interventions: We suggest at least two sessions:
 - The main session that achieves the desired outcomes, followed by
 -  A follow-up session one to three months later. This focuses the team members (when there is just 

one day, it is easy to ‘forget it’ and lose momentum

   For some teams it may be more long-term such as quarterly review sessions.

   We will support your teams to embed the development back in your organisation.

    The delivery of all our programmes are by professionally qualified people who are fully conversant 
with the subject matter, drawn from our pool of quality monitored associates.

Objectives

Needs

Aims

Methods

Implemen- 
tation

Evaluation
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Team Building, 
Maintenance and Development (continued)

Typical benefits
•  Increased Productivity: Focused team development supports your people to actively deliver in 

better, more consistent and resilient ways

•  Positive People: Your people will have the enhanced self-confidence to tackle and thrive with the 
challenges they face in meeting organisational demands as part of a focused, self-supportive and 
motivated team

•  Return on Investment: Your people will deliver more

•  Satisfied Clients: Employee engagement increases as your people receive essential support from 
their team colleagues, leading to stronger relationships outside the team

Testimonial (Team Development)

 Both my team and I attended John’s ‘Think Leadership’ training. We all enjoyed the training 
and develop a connection with John.  Therefore when I took a new role leading a very 
disjointed team which had not had a manager for over two years, I asked John if he would 
be able to create a bespoke workshop to help bring the team together, with common and 
shared objectives and values.

The fact that John already knew our business and its challenges very well helped give a 
very tangible spin to the conversations we had, and the team finally started behaving as 
a team.   In difficult situations, the team was able to refer back to the simple core values 
identified during the workshop and to recognise the team’s identity and its purpose.

John also supports our business with one to one coaching sessions and I can see the positive 
impact that these and the workshop are having on myself and many colleagues around me.

(Elena Addis, Senior Programme Manager, GKN Aerospace)

Clients who have benefited
• GKN Aerospace

• Pall UK

• Three Rivers District Council

• Watford Borough Council

• Coleg Gwent

• Synertec


